Slade Primary School Assessment Statement.

Our Approach to Assessment:
At Slade Primary School, we believe


Assessment is an integral part of quality first teaching. It helps us to identify learner’s
strengths and next steps in their learning



Assessment should support every child in making at least expected progress



For assessment to be robust, staff must have training as well as time to discuss
progress and moderate judgements on a regular basis



Assessment should support Leaders in identifying issues within school and should
improve teaching and learning across school over time

Our Method for Assessment:
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Assessment has lots of uses in our school, but the most important use of assessment is to help staff, pupils
and parents plan learners next steps in their learning.
The flow chart on page one talks about the cycle of assessment at Slade. This cycle is repeated on a half
termly basis.

Formative and Summative Assessment:
In order for teachers to gain a range of evidence, they use a variety of formative and summative
assessment strategies.
Formative assessment is key to our understanding of a pupil’s abilities as it is based upon a complete
picture of a learner. Formative assessment is about assessment for learning; this is collated from a child’s
performance in class, both verbal and written, in a range of subjects. The important thing is that it gives
feedback to pupils so that they can move forward in their learning. This feedback is provided through
written comments and tasks in books as well as pupil conferencing sessions where staff will work with
pupils to discuss their progress and their next steps including setting targets. A teacher’s assessment of a
pupil is largely based upon this formative assessment as it produces a rounded and full picture of a pupil’s
performance. It should be mentioned that formative assessment is also supported by key assessment foci
based upon the National Curriculum 2014, a statutory document.
Summative Assessments are given at key times within a year to determine at a particular point in time
what students know and do not know. These include such things as spelling and formal tests. These tests
help to demonstrate to a teacher if a child understands a subject, but staff are very conscious that they are
only a snapshot of understanding, taken at a moment in time. Staff are also aware that some children
respond well in test situations whilst others do not; other factors, such as illness or upset, may affect how
a child performs and therefore a these types of assessments are planned for carefully. For example, an
assessment may be delivered in a small group rather than in a large class situation, or a child may need a
reader to help them understand a task or question. Summative assessment serves to support a staff’s
formative assessment; it is only a small part of the bigger picture.
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What information will I receive about my child?
BNE: Below National Expectations
Your child is working below their current year group curriculum expectations.
WTNE: Working Towards National Expectations
Your child is secure with all aspects of the previous year group curriculum expectations and is now working
towards securing current year group curriculum expectations.
ANE: At National Expectations
Your child is working confidently within, or above, the current year group curriculum expectations, retaining
knowledge and is secure over time.

How do we ensure our judgements are accurate?
All of our criteria is based on our School Curriculum which is based on the National Guidelines from the
Department for Education in the National Curriculum for Primary Schools documents (2013/14). Our
documents are supported by the NAHT Key objectives which identifies the most important objectives for
each year group. Staff also use planning resources based on the Curriculum.
The data collected is kept securely on an online data system (School Pupil Tracker Online) which supports
staff in reaching a judgement of whether a child is ‘emerging, developing or exceeding’ within a year
group.
Further moderation and discussion of judgements takes place within school where staff meet together
and discuss their judgements and the next steps in learning for groups of children. We also moderate
externally with our Partnership Primary schools and other local schools.
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How do we use our Assessment data?


Staff use data to summarise the progress and attainment of pupils in their class and identify their
next steps in learning



Staff use the online tracker to help them plan effectively for the range of abilities in their class



To ensure every pupil makes at least expected progress, staff meet with leaders on a half termly
basis for a pupil progress meeting. Here, the entire year group team (teachers and support staff)
meet with a member of the Leadership Team to discuss successful interventions and teaching
strategies as well as discussing vulnerable pupils who might be at risk of not making expected
progress. This also ensures stretch and challenge for all



The information on assessment is shared with parents and pupils through conversations and written
reports



We are required to submit data to the local authority and the Department for Education at key
points. Parents can view our outcomes on our website:

- Reception (End of EYFS data)
- End of Y1 (Phonics Screening data)
- End of Year 2 (KS1 Results)
- End of Year 6 (KS2 Results)

Any more questions?
If there is anything else you would like to discuss, please contact your child’s class teacher or contact the a
member of the Senior Leadership Team below:
Helen Hastilow (Head teacher)

0121 675 0618

h.hastilow@slade.bham.sch.uk

Rebecca McAnulty (Deputy Head)

0121 675 0618

r.mcanulty@slade.bham.sch.uk

